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„Soccer-without-Drugs-Cup 2006“ – 8th -13th September 
  Status: July 2006 
 
 
Dear colleagues, 
 
we would like to inform you about the state of the preparations for the “Soccer-without-Drugs-Cup 
2006” in Berlin. 
 
Following you will find the participating teams: 
 
1 Haize-Gain (ESP) 10 FADA (ESP) 
2 Centro de Solidaridad (ESP) 11 Projecte Home Balears (ESP) 
3 Projecto Hombre Guadalaj. (ESP) 12 KETHEA I (GRE) 
4 Villa Renata (ITA) 13 KETHEA II (GRE) 
5 Leo Amici (HUN) 14 Grüner Kreis (A) 
6 DH Tübingen - Bettenburg (GER) 15 Fachklinik Eiterbach (GER) 
7 DH Tübingen - Friedrichshof (GER) 16 Fachklinik im Deerth (GER) 
8 Therapiehof Sotterhausen (GER) 17 Alte Flugschule (GER) 
9 Drogenliga e.V. (GER) 18 THBB (GER) 
 
 
We would like to point out to you again, that we can pay for the accomodation and full board for 12 
persons per team. The costs for additional persons müssen selber übernommen werden (€ 50 pro 
Person und Tag). 
Also we would like to please you to tell us how many persons in addition (apart from the 
number of persons you told us) will come to the cup (Executive, a.s.o.), for that we can care 
how to get some more hotel-rooms. 
 
During bthe whole event there will be a Tannenhof-Snack-Bar in addition to the full board where you 
can have snacks and hot and cold drinks. 
 
The current schedule you can find in the attachment on which you can find the description when we 
will play soccer and when the other activities will take place. Also you can see the dates fort he OK-
meetings. 
The attendance at the workshops is binding fort he pyrticipants of the tournament. 
The focuses of the workshops will be: 

- Drumming in groups 
- Oriental belly-dance 
- Creative presentation – I-Box (Who am I?) 
- Sketch-workshop: Soccer and therapie 



For the opening-event - respectively the introducing of all participants - we please all the teams to 
prepare a poster (DIN A1) with the motto „Where do we come from?“. 
 
On monday, September the 11th will be a symposium about „sports and therapy“. 
 
Furthermore we please you to take care and assure that all participants will have a health- and travel-
insurance for germany. We will not be liable for accidents or every other kind of injury, these must be 
arranged by the participating teams on their own. Ambulance men will be there for locally support on 
every day we play soccer. 
 
Also we would like to tell you that there will be wireless-lan at the hotel area  fort hat you can surf in 
the internet with your own laptop. 
 
We hope for your support and are dependend on that and look forward to great event – as friendly as 
the FIFA Wordcup.   
  
 
With best regards 
 
 
 
 

 Horst Brömer Franz Kuhnlein   Lars Birnbaum 
Executive OK-Member Tannenhof  Projectmanager  

 „Soccer-without-Drugs-Cup 2006“ 
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